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POPUS was born from an 
interconnected passion for 
architecture, design and 
decoration, from a love of 
colour, prints, materials and 
patterns that dates back years.

Yannick 
Gicquel
Yannick has followed a singular path in life. After many trips, he 
decided to launch a furniture and decor house in 1992. In 1998, 
meeting Fanny gave him the chance to take a new direction in 
his work. Together, they added a contemporary spirit to their 
work and started to invite designers to collaborate with them in 
order to create collections that were strong in personality. They 
reached new levels of success all over the world, especially in the 
United Kingdom, where they later settled to raise their family. 
From this adventure onwards, Yannick has never ceased to 
develop his expertise or to refine his incredible eye. 

Fanny 
Gicquel

At one time a press attache in Paris, with a passion for the 
prints and bright colours of the 60s and 70s, her story changed 
when she crossed paths with the man who was to revolutionise 
her professional horizons. Fanny joined Yannick in his work and 

together they designed collections, moving to Megeve in the 
French Alps together in 2010. Here they launched a true personal 

project, a new venture with Refuge, an architect’s studio that 
revamps the landscape of mountain chalets and that, above 

all else, cherishes warmth and atmosphere in a home.
This project was followed by great success that came in the 

form of a small capsule collection exhibited at Maison et Objet. 
For a long time, Fanny has spent considerable periods in 

London, a city from which she says she draws her energy and 
an inspiration that is so cosmopolitan. Now, still together, and 

now living in the English capital, Yannick and Fanny turn to a new 
chapter in their creative story, returning to their first passion 
of furniture design in order to give birth to POPUS Editions.

Our know-how
With a wealth of experience in publishing, and expertise in the world of 
furniture and decoration that dates back over 25-years, as well as having 
founded brands that have won over customers all over the world, this new 
project, POPUS Editions, reflects a taste for a flurry of prints, mixing and 
matching, and the bright colours of the 60s and 70s. It combines materials 
and patterns to create a distinct identity, shaking up the codes of 
decoration, all available in an e-shop that is too a place of inspiration.

Popus, at the service 
of decoration 
professionals !
We know all the specificity and all the attention to detail required to 
bring a professional project to a successful conclusion. Our years 
of experience allows us to offer you a personalised service that is 
adapted to your needs and will guide you from when you first place 
an order with us, to seeing your new piece in your home. The POPUS 
collection can be adapted to your needs, with minimum orders 
defined for each of your wishes, as well as preferential prices.
The Popus collection can be adapted and personalised 
according to your needs and wishes. 
Popus works with a real synergy, unifying our dedicated advice, 
budget and deadline control in order to ensure the successful 
completion of each of your orders, right up to the point of delivery.
Add a good dose of Pop for a unique space !

4
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Concept
Be daring ! Play with contrasts by choosing low-profile 
architecture and upbeat and welcoming design pieces. 
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A pop spirit
For the longest time, it has been British culture, filled with its colours, carefully 
curated details, and its shimmering patterns, that has inspired this new adventure. 
Soft textures, printed wallpapers, slightly offbeat mixes and colourful notes form 
the basis of the vibrant world we have created. It is the confrontation between 
the past and modernity, the refocus on the essential that makes our collection. 
Our collection provides a ray of optimism, with its bold colours that will remind 
you of treasured memories between family and friends or watching the sunset 
with a lover. These are the life-moments that Popus wants to share with you.

8
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1. Giovanna / 2. Ludmila / 3. Talia
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Sofas
Armchairs
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COMO velvet  
Composition 93 % CO 7 % MD - Width 140 - Martindale 50 000

VERONE velvet  
Composition 100 % PES - Width 140 - Martindale 100 000

ANVERS linen  
Composition 71 % PC 13,5 % WO 9,5 % VI - Width 150 - Martindale 30 000

LIEGE linen  
Composition 100 % LINEN - Width 140 - Martindale 22 000

MALMOE pellet 
Composition 95 % PL 5 % PC - Width 145 - Martindale 100 000

Limitless personalisation

Yellow

Orange

Grey

Oster

Off-white

Kaki

Red

Cognac Marine

Brown

Green 771727

Brown

Petrol blue Red

Taupe Gris2 Vermillon

Amber

Yellow

Taupe

Natural

Taupe

Green 772256

Green

Saffron

Apricot

Brown

Pink

Blue

Nude

Curry

Blue

Grey

Bordeaux wine

Beige

Dark brown

Navy

Charcoal grey

Jade

Red/orange

Off-white

Almond green

Pink

VENISE chenille velvet - Editor Pierre Frey 
Composition 10 % CO 90 % PL - Width 140 - Martindale 70 000

White PescaDuna Terracotta

Antica

Ciotello Ambra

Marina

Be daring ! Play with contrasts by choosing low-profile architecture and upbeat and welcoming design pieces.  
Mix a playful spirit with beautiful timeless pieces, to meet your unique desires. 

71€ ex VAT/m

121€ ex VAT/m

96€ ex VAT/m

79€ ex VAT/m

133€ ex VAT/m

92€ ex VAT/m
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Terracotta

ATHENA bouclette wool - Editor Pierre Frey 
Composition 37 % WOOL 23 % ALPACA 23 % MOHAIR 12 % COTTON 5 % PA - Width 128 
Martindale 25 000

Natural Ciotello Ambra

MARRAKECH jacquard - Editor Métaphors  

Composition 22 % ACRYLIC 50 % COTTON 17 % WOOD 5 % POLYAMIDE 5 % POLYESTER 1 %  
Width 135 - Martindale 20 000

MIAMI jacquard - Editor Canovas 
Composition 77 % COTTON 23 % VISCOSE - Width 140 - Martindale 20 000

LONDON linen canvas - Editor Pierre Frey 
Composition 42 % VISCOSE 34 % LINEN 20% ACRYLIC 2 % POLYAMIDE 2 % POLYESTER  
Width 140 - Martindale 90 000

NEW ORLÉANS lathe fabric  
Editor Le Manach 

Composition 97 % VISCOSE 3 % POLYAMIDE 
Width 130 - Martindale 6 000

BAMAKO lathe fabric  
Editor Le Manach
Composition 32 % VISCOSE 66 % COTTON  
2 % POLYAMIDE - Width 130 - Martindale 6 000

MEGEVE knitted fabric - Editor Métaphors 
Composition 100 % POLYESTER TREVIRA CS - Width 140 - Martindale 60 000

ZANZI linen and wool blend - Editor Métaphors 
Composition 22 % WOOL 73 % LINEN 5 % POLYESTER - Width 140 - Martindale 25 000

Indigo

Marrakech

Charcoal grey

Sage

Ochre

Rust

Moss

Pink

Turf

Mouse grey

Cayenne

Citrine

Sangria

Ivory

Powder

Charcoal

Macadamia

Aubergine

Saffron

Fuschia

Sealskin

Straw

Rust

Caramel

Emerald

Mint

Ocean

Syrah

Turf

Rust

Marine

Maize

Thunderstorm

Pink

Yellow

Cactus

Ocean

Clouds

229€ ex VAT/m304€ ex VAT/m

133€ ex VAT/m

133€ ex VAT/m

229€ ex VAT/m

133€ ex VAT/m

279€ ex VAT/m 304€ ex VAT/m
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Giovanna
Description
In decoration, it’s all about the details ! In 
an interior, it’s details that can make all the 
difference.The beauty of an object or a piece of 
furniture is often linked to its simplicity. Colour, 
for example, is the «detail» that is not a detail. It 
has the power to change an interior completely. 
But this detail can be even smaller than that, it 
can blend into the design itself. The Giovanna 
will delight all lovers of this subtlety. With a 
solid and soothing support, you will appreciate 
it both in use and in look, where you can see this 
famous detail which makes all the difference.

Dimensions

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. Dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very 
good elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to 
the classic straps because of its better performance. The 
seat cushions are covered with a feather topper to ensure 
softness and comfort. All our foams are certified HR (high 
resilience) with different densities depending on the desired 
comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The foams are 
covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

2 m : 1858€ ex VAT

2,30 m : 2138€ ex VAT

2,60 m : 2414€ ex VAT

Com

Seats Width Depth Height Armrest 
height

Seat 
height

Seat depth Number of 
cushions

Fabric

2.5 200 105 70 61 45 64 0 11

3 230 105 70 61 45 64 0 12

4 260 105 70 61 45 64 0 13.1

70

230

10
5

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 

Giovanna
Giovanna is a sofa with a strong personality. With a low-key, cosy 
silhouette, and that standout detail that changes everything, as 
we are reminded of its character with this charming twist. Two 
different styles for two different personalities that blend into 
one. Discover and appreciate its elegance and originality.
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Lena
Lena looks straight out of a movie with its generous shapes and 
big armrests. This sofa invites you to spend long Sundays with the 
family, stretched out in front of the fireplace. Our influences here 
come from the creation of living areas, but above all, our love for 
welcoming spaces was the inspiration for the Lena sofa.

Lena
Description
To be completely honest, The Lena is our favourite 
Popus sofa since it is also our daughter’s 
name... We think It looks a bit like her! Generous, 
relaxed, for those who love the good things 
in life, with that je ne sais quoi, that makes 
you tell it you love it after just one glance. 
From a more impartial point of view, it suits all 
environments, and it’ll be the easy choice that 
works for you every time. Signature sunshine 
in cognac velvet, but beautiful too in a more 
rock interpretation, with a mottled linen, it’s as 
luxurious as it is aesthetic. Let the sunshine in...

Dimensions

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

95

72

230

Seats Width Depth Height Armrest 
height

Seat 
height

Seat depth Number of 
cushions

Fabric

2.5 200 95 72 48 38 60 0 8.5

3 230 95 72 48 38 60 0 9.5

4 260 95 72 48 38 60 0 10.5

2 m : 1817€ ex VAT

2,30 m : 2090€ ex VAT

2,60 m : 2165€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Graziela
One foot obscures another.... A cushion that hides another one... 
A curve that conceals another... With contemporary lines and a base 
like a punctuation mark, this sofa is all about simplicity. In a permanent 
quest for comfort, functionality is not left out. This sofa is synonymous 
with a delicacy that isn’t overdone, a discrete refinement. This sofa will 
fit right in a bright decor with decor that takes us to another place. 

Graziella
Description
Wide, with a high back and several soft 
cushions, The Graziella dares to be original.
This friendly design both welcomes people and 
oozes style. The cushions are found in ribbons 
on a seat where we like to lounge and laze. This 
sofa is a mosaic of details, the product of careful 
finishing and aesthetic research. A key piece in 
the Popus collection, the Graziella sofa, had to 
be completed with a carefully chosen fabric.
This is one for the colour aficionados. The 
more timid, will turn to a single colour, just 
as shimmering or warm colours always in 
the spotlight. Captured by wanderlust and, 
at the same time, attached to a deep desire 
for refuge, it was realized to answer all these 
expectations. Here it is a whimsical touch 
that is inspired by distant landscapes.
Let Comporta, Santa Fe or Formentera enter 
your home. The colours are sunny, the 
patterns evocative of other horizons. Like a 
desire for idleness, to discover without leaving 
home and create a bubble of happiness.

Dimensions

2 m : 1838€ ex VAT

2,30 m : 2116€ ex VAT

2,60 m : 2383€ ex VAT 
Com

Seats Width Depth Height Armrest 
height

Seat 
height

Seat depth Number of 
cushions

Fabric

2,5 200 98 60 60 40 62 6 9

3 230 98 60 60 40 62 6 9,5

4 260 98 60 60 40 62 7 10

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.
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Victoria (modular)
Victoria is every family’s cheerful pop, full of joy and joviality, the one 
you can move around for for ever-changing social occasions. Both 
its cosiness and its highly practical nature will enchant you.

Victoria
Description
Victoria, with its beautifully curved lines, is comfortable, 
beautiful and will adapt to your room, making it a lively, 
sparkling place. Not too big or small, The Victoria’s 
practical and customisable nature gives you endless 
possibilities to play with. It is custom-made based on 
the sofa of the same name, and can be transformed 
so as to suit your needs. The Victoria is made up of 
different modules to be assembled, so you can change 
the order that they’re in, for example alternating the 
colours ... It’s kind of like our patte d’eph, both funny 
and seductive, in line with the current trends. A burst of 
vintage facetiousness, we’ve chosen The Victoria for its 
charm and for the irresistible fantasy that it represents. 

Dimensions

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

seats width Depth Height Armrest 
height

seat 
height

seat depth number of 
cushion

fabric

1.5 100 95 67 0 38 57 0 5

1.5 100 95 67 0 38 57 0 5

1 80 95 67 0 38 57 0 1.5

1 95 95 67 0 38 57 0 3.5

Right

Left

Standard

Corner

100

67

95 100

67

95

80

67

95

67

95 95

180

67

95 87

67

95

100

67

95 100

67

95

80

67

95

67

95 95

180

67

95 87

67

95

100

67

95 100

67

95

80

67

95

67

95 95

180

67

95 87

67

95

Right Left

Corner

100

67

95 100

67

95

80

67

95

67

95 95

180

67

95 87

67

95

Standard

Example 
of modular 
sofa

The Victoria is available as separate modules, so you can customize it according to 
your needs and desires.... so you can use it as a simple seat or as a full-blown sofa.

10
0

67

95
10
0

67

95

80

67

95

67

95
95

18
0

67

95
87

67

95

100

67

95 100

67

95

80

67

95

67

95 95

180

67

95 87

67

95

100

67

95 100

67

95

80

67

95

67

95 95

180

67

95 87

67

95

100

67

95

100

67

95

80

67

95

67

95

95

180

67

95

87

67

95

STANDARD : 975€ ex VAT

RIGHT OR LEFT : 1 183€ ex VAT

CORNER : 1200€ ex VAT

Com
63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Victoria
Victoria is every family’s cheerful pop, full of joy and joviality, the one 
you can move around for for ever-changing social occasions. Both 
its cosiness and its highly practical nature will enchant you.

Victoria
Description
The sofa is the central piece in all living spaces. 
You sit there to watch TV, read a book, have a drink, 
chat - it’s your constant companion. Not too big 
or small, The Victoria’s practical and customisable 
nature gives you endless possibilities to play 
with. It is custom-made based on the sofa of the 
same name, and can be transformed so as to suit 
your needs. The Victoria is made up of different 
modules to be assembled, so you can change 
the order that they’re in, for example alternating 
the colours ... It’s kind of like our patte d’eph, 
both funny and seductive, in line with the 
current trends. A burst of vintage facetiousness, 
we’ve chosen The Victoria for its charm and for 
the irresistible fantasy that it represents.

Dimensions

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

sofa

Seats Width Depth Height Armrest 
height

Seat 
height

Seat depth Number 
of 

cushions

Fabric

2.5 180 95 67 0 38 57 0 8

100

67

95 100

67

95

80

67

95

67

95 95

180

67

95 87

67

95

Sofa
One part

1058€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Rima
Just like a sweet, the Rima sofa will make you give in to all temptation.  
This sweetness is also seen in its round shape, with its low seat and endless 
softness, which inspires a furious desire to curl up in this sofa of dreams.

Rima
Description
Rima is characterised by its soft and 
enveloping shapes. It is a sofa of simplicity and 
grandeur, yet it at the same time possesses a 
contemporary, romantic and feminine look. 
The round, full, playful lines are available for 
both the sofa and the armchair. Like a cloud, its 
organic curves give it an inimitable presence. 
Combined here with a fabric, combining four 
different weaves on a satin background, both 
graphic and delicate. An invitation to wander 
and indulge. Let your imagination carry you 
away and lull you into an overdose of softness.

Dimensions

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very 
good elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to 
the classic straps because of its better performance. The 
seat cushions are covered with a feather topper to ensure 
softness and comfort. All our foams are certified HR (high 
resilience) with different densities depending on the desired 
comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The foams are 
covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

240

68
90

Seats Width Depth Height Armrest 
height

Seat 
height

Seat depth Number of 
cushions

Fabric

3.5 240 90 68 0 40 53 0 6.5

2.5 160 90 68 0 40 53 0 5

1 m 60 : 2082€ ex VAT

2 m 40 : 3244€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Veronica
Veronica portrays a thousand different emotions. Play with 
customisation in order to personalise this piece ad infinitum, with 
its design that is suited to exactly that. An injection of cheerfulness, 
this is the armchair that is sure to awaken and enthuse.

Veronica
Description
Veronica was inspired by nature, the stones 
in Southern California, which protect and 
embellish the edges of sweeping beaches. We 
took inspiration from the flat stones, made soft 
as they were sculpted by the wind and water
As with a sculpture, the inspiration was 
immediate, resulting in a carefully balanced 
shape and contours. Its backrest is slightly 
tilted towards the rear. This detail was designed 
to provide exceptional comfort, a feeling of 
lightness as if suspended above the ground.

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres. -

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
Seats Width Depth Height Seat 

height
Seat depth Number of 

cushions
Fabric

1 60 70 72 39 55 0 2.5

70

72

60

928€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Victoria
Victoria is every family’s cheerful pop, full of joy and joviality, the one 
you can move around for for ever-changing social occasions. Both 
its cosiness and its highly practical nature will enchant you.

Victoria
Description
Victoria, with its beautifully curved lines, is comfortable, 
beautiful and will adapt to your room, making it a lively, 
sparkling place. Not too big or small, The Victoria’s practical 
and customisable nature gives you endless possibilities to 
play with. It is custom-made based on the sofa of the same 
name, and can be transformed so as to suit your needs. The 
Victoria is made up of different modules to be assembled, 
so you can change the order that they’re in, for example 
alternating the colours ... It’s kind of like our patte d’eph, both 
funny and seductive in line with the current trends. A burst 
of vintage facetiousness, we’ve chosen The Victoria for its 
charm and for the irresistible fantasy that it represents.

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
Seats Width Depth Height Armrest 

height
Seat 

height
Seat depth Number of 

cushions
Fabric

1.5 87 95 67 0 38 57 0 5armchair

100

67

95 100

67

95

80
67

95

67

95 95

180

67

95 87

67

95

1 308€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Rima
Like a little sweet, the Rima armchair will make you give in to all 
temptation. Like a sweet, it is round, has a low seat, and a small base, 
which allows it to move from one room to another in a joyful home. 

Rima
Description
It’s like being wrapped up in a cocoon. Small in 
size, it makes an impact nonetheless. An element 
that is sure to bring back memories for some 
of your guests. Let’s go back to the seventies!

Rima combines comfort and ease. It fits 
everywhere and we, at POPUS, are obsessed with 
it! Cover with a plain colour fabric to make it 
tangy, or with add a print for an exclusive, what it 
lacks in size it more than makes up for in style.

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
Seats Width Depth Height Armrest 

height
Seat 

height
Seat depth Number of 

cushions
Fabric

1 80 85 66 0 40 53 0 2

85
66

80

1 217€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Celeste
Wrapped up like an iconic 70s cape, to be slipped on with ease, the 
Celeste armchair is placed on your interior rather than entering 
it. It has been designed to express nobility, allure and protection. 
It’s our very own superhero, but above all, designed for you.

Celeste
Description
In the seventies, an inspiring and carefree time, we all 
wanted to get rid of the cursed bra, but never the famous 
cape, iconic as it is. A memory of a comfortable piece, 
like a refuge delicately draped around oneself, was a 
real starting point for the creation of this armchair. We 
want you to be comfortable in your clothes and at home! 
Enveloping and cosy, the armchair will be transformed 
according to the materials that you choose, for example 
with the expressiveness that comes from this magnificent 
and spectacular jacquard, the product of a great French 
publisher. This dreamlike landscape of the pattern represents 
a garden as well as an underwater world. We’ve chosen 
this material as it is emblematic of a true cohabitation 
of trends, a strong identity that at Popus we hold dear.

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
l 74 x P 74 x H 74 cm
W 29.1” x D 29.1” x H 29.1” in

Fabric 3m

1178€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Giovanna
Giovanna is an armchair with a strong personality. With a low-key, 
cosy silhouette, and that standout detail that changes everything, 
as we are reminded of its character with this charming twist. 
Two different styles for two different personalities that blend into 
one. Discover and appreciate its elegance and originality.

Giovanna
Description
In decoration, it’s all about the details! In 
an interior, it’s details that can make all the 
difference. The beauty of an object or a piece of 
furniture is often linked to its simplicity. Colour, 
for example, is the «detail» that is not a detail. It 
has the power to change an interior completely. 
But this detail can be even smaller than that, it 
can blend into the design itself. Giovanna, will 
delight all lovers of this subtlety. With a solid 
and soothing support, you will appreciate it 
both in use and in look, where you can see this 
famous detail which makes all the difference.

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
Seats Width Depth Height Armrest 

height
Seat 

height
Seat depth Number of 

cushions
Fabric

1 70 72 72 68 40 54 0 3.572

72
70

1021€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Annka Armchair 
Description
Rattan has quickly imposed itself with grace in 
our collection through the declination of seats 
that identify a furious desire for authenticity and 
warm atmospheres. With fifties accents and a 
soft, natural material, the Annka armchair is a rare 
elegance and a capacity to blend into any room.  A 
must-have that can be used anywhere! It will give 
character to your interior by adding an extra tone 
to it. It rolls up and down with elegance in search of 
authentic touches, on an exclusive seat by Popus 
Editions. It evokes a winter garden and is available 
in two colours, green and pink, which will make 
you breathe an old-fashioned and bucolic spirit.

40

Annka armchair
Popus is first and foremost about delicate materials and 
extremely fine patterns, especially with the help of noble 
materials.  It is a will to show a decoration full of elegance 
which advocates simplicity to live in a tonic and refined 
atmosphere at the same time.

1195€ ex VAT

Com
77

83

90

77

83

90

Structure
Dyed rattan and linen fabric, seat on plywood

Comfort 
High resilience foam on support in plywood 
and polyester foam cushions

Dimensions
L 77 x l 90 x H 83
L 30.3’’ x W 35.4’’ x H 33’’ 

Fabric : 2 meters
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Poufs
Chairs
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Ludmila Round
Ludmila Round is a pouf with a simple purity of shape, and whichever way 
you customise it will give it a homely feel. You’ll have great fun mixing and 
matching styles with this piece. The rounded Ludmila exhibits a unique 
elegance, characterised by its mix of minimalism and raw curves.

Ludmila Round
Description
The rounded Ludmila will suit all those who love 
colourful and warm interiors, those who love 
muted colours as well as those who are fans of 
a minimalist, Danish style. This inspiration from 
African, Indian and Asian culture evokes an 
indigenous atmosphere, with a focus on natural 
materials and warm earthy colours. This is why 
our choice of fabric here was an obvious one, as 
we play on the reality from which our inspiration 
came. We have produced a more traditional, 
tribal version, that can work in any space in your 
home. You’ll see evocations of the savannah, 
the fauna and flora, that all bring this pouf that 
little bit closer to nature, and play wonderfully 
with colourful notes and other patterns.

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
L 60 x l 60 x H 42
L 23,6’’ x W 23,6’’ x H 16,5’’

Fabric 1 m

60

60

42

376€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Ludmila
Ludmila is a pouf with a simple purity of shape, and whichever way 
you customise it will give it a homely feel. You’ll have great fun 
mixing and matching styles with this piece. Ludmila exhibits a unique 
elegance, characterised by its mix of minimalism and raw curves.

Ludmila
Description
Ludmila will suit all those who love colourful and 
warm interiors, those who love muted colours as 
well as those who are fans of minimalist, Danish-
style interiors. This inspiration from African, 
Indian and Asian culture evokes an indigenous 
atmosphere, with a focus on natural materials 
and warm earthy colours. This is why our choice 
of fabric here was an obvious one, as we play 
on the reality from which our inspiration came. 
We have produced a more traditional, tribal 
version, that can work in any space in your 
home. You’ll see evocations of the savannah, 
the fauna and flora, that all bring this pouf that 
little bit closer to nature, and play wonderfully 
with colourful notes and other patterns.

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
L 40 x l 100 x H 42
L 15,7’’ x W 39,3’’ x H 16,5’’

Fabric 1,5 m

487€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Maria
Maria achieves both harmony and style through its round shapes 
which are fluid, bringing a touch of softness.. This pouf adds a 
real sense of warmth to a room, encouraging shared time and 
relaxation. Let The Maria inject a graceful tone into your home!

Maria
Description
Maria is a pouf whose curves evoke a sensual 
and maternal atmosphere, which will win 
you over. Maria is both cosy and chic, and its 
shape is molded to your needs. It will make you 
want to invest in it for your home, either as a 
decorative detail, a place to sit, or somewhere 
where you can put your feet up. The curves 
and modernity of this model makes for that it’s 
sure to fit in anywhere you have room for it!

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
L 40 x l 40 x H 42
L 15,7’’ x W 15,7’’ x H 17,3’’

Fabric 1,1 m

Description

Des  arrondies pour apporter de l’harmonie et du style . De la fluidité, pour apporter une touche de douceur .  
Un pouf qui devient  une vraie source de chaleur incitant au partage et à la détente.  
Donnez à votre intérieur un  caractère tout doux grâce au pouf Maria! 

Maria, c’est un pouf dont les rondeurs insufflent une 
atmosphère sensuelle et maternelle, et qui ne manquera  
pas de vous  séduire.  

À la fois cosy et design,  son attitude incurvée à souhaits, 
vous séduira pour ajouter un détail décoratif à votre inté-
rieur , investir une véritable place assise, ou vous inciter à 
la paresse et au repos.  

Il s’intègrera à la perfection dans tous les styles en asso-
ciant avec brio courbes et modernité. 

Dimensions
L 40 x l 42 x H 40
L 15,7’’ x W 16,5’’ x H 15,7’’

www.popus-éditions.com

Structure 

Maria

42

40

40

Housse matelassé ouate de polyester 110 g/m2. Housse 
surpiquée double aiguille. Des plis se forment à l’assise et au 
dossier avec les revêtements les moins élastiques tels que le 
velours : ils font partie de la définition esthétique du modèle 
et expriment visuellement un confort douillet et accueillant.

Housse et coutures

Assise en mousse polyuréthane résilience Bultex 36kg/m3 - 
2,8 kPa. Dossier en mousse polyuréthane résilience Bultex 26 
kg/m3 - 1,4 kPa. Couche de contact assise et dos en mousse 
polyuréthane hyper-souple 30 kg/m3 - 1,8 kPa. Pouf en 
mousse polyuréthane résilience Bultex 38 kg/m3 - 3,6 kPa. 

Tube, fil et grille d’acier pour les canapés et fauteuil. 
Panneaux de lamelle 3 couches croisées pour le pouf.

Confort

376€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Zveva round
A playful little seat, made even more so if you have more than one. 
Zveva Round turns heads with its shape and fun colours.

Zveva round
Description
Let’s go against the strictness of the times 
we’re living in and put the focus back on the 
person, and, at the same time inject a little 
magic into everyday life. What could be better 
than fun shapes to bring a bit of softness and 
good humour into the home? Zveva Round 
takes great joy in sharing its soft lines and 
playful shapes with you, as a welcoming and 
practical seat. The colour is perfect and it suits a 
children’s bedroom as much as it would yours.

Structure
NOur sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetres.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
L 40 x l 40 x H 42
L 15,7’’ x W 15,7’’ x H 16,5’’
Fabric 1 m

42

40

40

345€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Zveva
Description
Let’s go against the strictness of the times we’re 
living in and put the focus back on the person, and, 
at the same time inject a little magic into everyday 
life. What could be better than fun shapes to bring 
a bit of softness and good humour into the home? 
Zveva takes great joy in sharing its soft lines and 
playful shapes with you, as a welcoming and 
practical seat. The colour is perfect and it suits a 
children’s bedroom as much as it would yours.

Structure
Our sofas are made of solid beech wood combined with 
particle board. All our sofas have a 5-year guarantee. dry 
cleaning recommended. Due to handcrafted manufacturing, 
the indicated dimensions can vary by a few centimetes.

Comfort 
Old-fashioned suspension with Nosag springs providing very good 
elasticity and durability. This system is preferred to the classic straps 
because of its better performance. The seat cushions are covered 
with a feather topper to ensure softness and comfort. All our foams 
are certified HR (high resilience) with different densities depending 
on the desired comfort (between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The 
foams are covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Dimensions
L 40 x l 100 x H 42
L 15,7’’ x W 39,4’’ x H 16,5’’

Fabric 1,6 m

Zveva
A playful little seat, made even more so if you have more than 
one. Zveva turns heads with its shape and fun colours.

42

100

40

386€ ex VAT

Com

63 FABRICS AVAILABLE  
TO CHOOSE FROM 
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Disco Footstool

54

Disco Footstool
Popus is first and foremost about delicate materials and extremely 
fine patterns, especially with the help of noble materials. It is a will 
to show a decoration full of elegance which advocates simplicity 
to live in a tonic and refined atmosphere at the same time.

Description
Rattan has quickly imposed itself with grace in our 
collection through the declination of seats that 
identify a furious desire for authenticity and warm 
atmospheres. With fifties accents and a soft, natural 
material, the Disco pouffe is a rare elegance and a 
capacity to blend into any room.  A must-have that can 
be used anywhere!
It will give character to your interior by adding an extra 
tone to it. It rolls up and down with elegance in search 
of authentic touches, on an exclusive seat by Popus 
Editions. It is a winter garden evocation in two colours, 
green and pink, which will make you breathe an old-
fashioned and bucolic spirit. Its feet in colored lacquer 
give it that offbeat look we love.

Structure
Dyed rattan and linen fabric. Seat on plywood

Comfort 
High resilience foam on support in plywood 
and polyester foam cushions

Dimensions
L 40 x L 40 x H 48
L 15,7’’ x W 15,7’’ x H 18,9’’

Fabric 0,70 m

40
0

48
0

499€ ex VAT

Com
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Path
Path captures the very essence of the seventies, with its round 
silhouettes and its elegantly designed curves. Its airy armrests make 
for optimal comfort for those long evenings spent with friends. 

Path
Description
Original, aesthetic and ergonomic, Path chair has 
all the qualities needed to bring you in and add 
a dynamic flare to the room without forgetting 
the two essentials: strength and comfort. It can 
also easily be used for multiple purposes, as an 
extra chair to bring into the living room when you 
have friends around, or in your office. Its seating 
and support comfort is one of its most important 
qualities - its armrests set at the perfect height. 
The chair is both sleek and generous and its 
elegant touch is perfectly suited to many settings.

Structure
The frame is made of metal.

Comfort 
Old fashioned suspension on straps providing good 
elasticity. All our foams are certified HR (high resilience) 
with different densities depending on the desired comfort 
(between 30 kg/m3 and 38 kg/m3). The foams are 
covered with a layer of polyester to ensure softness.

Finish
Off-white and beige. dry cleaning recommended. 
Due to the handcrafted nature of the product, 
dimensions may vary by a few centimetres.

Dimensions
l 58 x P 55 x H 78 cm
W 22,8” x D 21,6” x H 30,7” in

Colours

542€ ex VAT
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Annka chair
Description
Rattan has quickly imposed itself with grace in our 
collection through the declination of seats that 
identify a furious desire for authenticity and warm 
atmospheres. With fifties accents and a soft, natural 
material, the Annka chair is a rare elegance and a 
capacity to blend into any environment. A must-
have that can be used anywhere! It rolls up and 
down with elegance in search of authentic touches, 
on an exclusive seat by Popus Editions. Evocation 
of a winter garden in two colours, green and pink, 
which will make you breathe an old-fashioned and 
bucolic spirit. Resistant and light, they will bring 
character to your interior by giving it an extra tone.

Structure
Dyed rattan and linen fabric. Seat on plywood

Comfort 
High resilience foam on support in
plywood and polyester foam cushions

Dimensions
47 x P 57 x H 89 cm
W 18,5” x D 22,4” x H 35” in

Fabric 1,30 m

470

89
0

570

639 € ex VAT

Com

Annka Chair
Popus is first and foremost about delicate materials and extremely 
fine patterns, especially with the help of noble materials.  It is a will 
to show a decoration full of elegance which advocates simplicity 
to live in a tonic and refined atmosphere at the same time.
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Coffee Tables
Side Tables
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Tabata
Inspired by a trip to Vietnam, Tabata is a dynamic combination 
of conical volumes, refined materials and three luminous 
colours. With it, comes the stability of tradition and a flash 
of modernity in the form of an elegant colour palette.

Tabata
Description
Once upon a time a pagoda stood majestically. 
This was very quickly sketched and transformed 
into a coffee table to stand in your living room. 
These divine inspirations create an environment 
conducive to awakening and the protection of 
one’s own sphere in your home. Tabata, pure 
in form, perfectly counterbalances colourful 
prints. It has been designed to provide the most 
sophisticated, elegant and wise version of all 
the pattern combinations. Get a feel of Popus’ 
world with this timeless piece that mixes the 
virtues of craftsmanship and new technologie.

Dimensions
L 150 x l 65 x H 34 cm
L 59” x W 25,6” x H 13,4” 

Material
Table made of fibreglass, which provides great strength and 
stability. Several coats of paint have been applied to give the 
appearance of maximum light.

Finish
Glossy lacquer, available in Terracotta and Green. We 
recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp cloth. Do 
not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning agents 
as they may affect the varnish and colour.

Colours

34

150

65

1 466€ ex VAT
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Babka
‘Babka’, inevitably evokes the greediness of a little chubby and soft 
bun, but this table was inspired by a piece of our warddress. We 
were taken by the image of a pretty, colourful skirt and infused 
elements of this design in order to create this coffee table that 
is both an aesthetic delicacy and a fashionista’s delight.

Babka
Description
Layers of lacquered wood, powdery tones 
offering a soft and intimate parenthesis that 
contrasts with the volumes of this table, it is a 
stand-out place sure to bring singularity to a 
room. We, at Popus, take our promise to spice 
up your space with more fanciful shapes and 
lively colours incredibly seriously. Babka is 
available in two colour palettes giving you a true 
aestheticism and an in depth material savoir-
faire. A pop of sweetness for a sweet pop table...

Dimensions
P 65 x L 150 x H 34 cm
L 59 ‘’ x W 25,6’’ x H 13,4’’

Material
Table made of fibreglass, which provides great strength and 
stability. Several coats of paint have been applied to give the 
appearance of maximum light.

Finish
Glossy lacquer, available in Terracotta and Green. We 
recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp cloth. Do 
not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning agents 
as they may affect the varnish and colour.

Colours

150

34
65

1 499€ ex VAT
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Marlo
Pearls, like diamonds, are forever! The retro-chic look of these 
jewels, that were adopted by big names in fashion, was a source 
of inspiration for Marlo, which personifies an organically shaped 
tabletop, paying tribute to the rarity of this natural jewel.

Table basse Marlo
Description
Refined, wise, sophisticated, contrarian or more 
traditional, there are many ways to love pearls 
and many ways to match the Marlo table with 
your interior. Its perfectly balanced proportions 
allow the lacquer to express its glamorous, 
characterful pristine colour. The tabletop and 
its wavy pattern, combined with the feminine 
touches, allows this elegant jewel to feel at home 
in any living space. Highly refined, Marlo does 
not compromise on functionality and can take 
on a casual function, according to your needs. 
From soothing or invigorating green to cheerful 
yellow, the variation in style is easy. To make the 
most of this gem, why not mix and match?

Dimensions
l 160 x P 65 x H 34 cm
L 63’’ x W 25,6’’ x H 13,9’’

Material
Top is a medium density fibreboard, base 
is a solid turned rubberwood.

Finish 
High-gloss lacquer, available in terracotta, green and 
yellow We recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp 
cloth. Do not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning 
agents, as they may affect the varnish and colour.

Colours

34

160

65

1 249€ ex VAT
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Tima
Tima exudes natural elegance and casual luxury. Its base is 
inspired by an architectural motif from the 1970s. As if suspended, 
its silhouette swirls between the movement of the metal and the 
transparency of the glass so it can be admired from all angles.

Tima
Description
This is a table designed as though it were 
sculpture, imagined with authentic patterns, 
texture, light and movement. An aesthetic marked 
by the juxtaposition of the contemporary and the 
classic, the masculine and the feminine, the raw 
and the refined. The smoked glass top is mounted 
on a sculptural foot in patinated brass metal, 
creating a shape and combination of materials 
that are evocative of lightness and elegance. 
The delicate slats create different partitions 
according to their dimensions, and while the 
measurements may vary, the style never does.

Dimensions
l 90 x P 90 x H 38 cm
W 35,4” x D 35,4” x H 15” in 

Material
Metal and smoked safety glass.

Finish 
Metal with satin brass patina, smoked safety glass. We 
recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp cloth. Do 
not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning agents, 
as they may affect the varnish and colour.

38
90

1 958€ ex VAT
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Clarita
Here comes flower power! Clarita is a real maze of hand-painted 
flowers, the petals offer a wonderful sensory experience. We’ve 
mixed floral inspiration and 70’s motifs, to bring you a modern 
interpretation of the British spirit that characterises us.

Clarita
Description
The inspiration for a creation can hail from many 
different horizons, such as a piece of literature, 
a piece of art, a trip... For Clarita, it is of course 
life on the other side of the Channel, where 
floral inspiration is deep in the country’s roots. 
Feeling the cycles of nature repeat themselves is 
essential. Particular cycles of interest to us are 
those of flowers, the best representation of this 
rebirth of nature, and of life, through their colours, 
aromas and textures. It is with this in mind that 
we imagined Clarita, with petals placed on a table, 
our own interpretation of the elements. We could 
think of nothing better than a painter’s brush 
to realise this vision, and to give a full sense of 
the eternal life of a bouquet that never fades.

Dimensions
l 90 x P 90 x H 34 cm
L 35,4’’ x W 35,4’’ x H 13,3’’

Material
Solid beech top, water-based paint, semi-matte clear varnish

Finish 
Available in terracotta. We recommend daily cleaning with 
a soft damp cloth. Do not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or 
cleaning agents, as they may affect the varnish and colour.

Colours

90

34

746€ ex VAT
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Java coffee table
Popus is first and foremost about delicate materials and extremely 
fine patterns, especially with the help of noble materials.  It is a will 
to show a decoration full of elegance which advocates simplicity 
to live in a tonic and refined atmosphere at the same time.

Java coffee table
Description
Mixing, always mixing to sublimate and decomplex 
the interiors, is a real will at Popus. Java is an 
invitation to travel and an invitation to go back 
in time, two influences with evocative names. A 
coffee table that is above all a marriage between 
the raw material and the beautiful leather 
look. The variation of a refined collection, with 
refined shapes, without losing the roundness 
that now characterizes the DNA of the brand. 
Our rattan comes from sustainable reserves, 
without overexploitation, which will not lose the 
eco-responsible dimension that is dear to us.

Dimensions
L 120 x P 73 x H 34
L 47,2’’ x W 28,7’’ x H 13,3’’

Material
Rattan and grained leather look

Finish 
Tinted rattan and polyurethane varnish

34
0

1200

730

1665€ ex VAT
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Veneta
Veneta is a combination of leather and ceramics, a resolutely vintage feel 
for this, the first Popus limited edition. Surprisingly light and modern, Veneta 
table is the true form of a side table that will fit perfectly into your space.

Veneta
Description
Authenticity and exclusivity are the hallmarks 
of this first limited edition. Veneta, again, 
entirely handmade, is available in two versions, 
kaleidoscope-esque. Its base is made of 
sumptuous woven leather from a workshop 
in southern Italy which works with the purest 
respect of craft traditions. Ever conscious of 
aesthetic allure, Popus has created a product 
that is as sophisticated as it is functional, made 
of randomly sized strips of leather that intersect 
to create an irregular checkerboard pattern with 
a surprising optical effect. Let’s not forget that 
Andy Warhol, undisputed master of pop art, had 
a real taste for the famous Italian leather house 
and its particular excellence in leather weaving. 
A real nod to this combination of genres.

Dimensions
l 50 x P 50 x H 52 cm 
L 63,6’’ x W 63,6’’ x H 25,5’’

Material
Wooden frame, woven leather, ceramic top. Our ceramics are 
made entirely by hand using traditional methods. This causes 
slight fluctuations in the material itself as well as light differences 
in colour and size. These aesthetic variations are the expression of 
a handmade product, and what makes it so charming and unique.

Finish 
Available in brown woven leather, brown ceramic top.

Colours

52
50

499€ ex VAT
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Talia
Talia is a table inspired by antique cut crystal glass. Its name is 
evocative of elegance and refinement, which is definitely reflected 
in the product itself. It sits in your living space like a jewel, adding 
a touch that is colourful or unusual, but always elegant. It is 
complete with exquisite facets that show off its shiny lacquer.

Talia
Description
A marriage of grooves and flutes gives Talia table 
a rich character and a sophisticated look in its 
simplicity. The finesse of these sculpted effects, 
installed in the world of fashion, allows you to 
emulate this trend at home, in a combination of 
glamour and delicacy. Its versatility allows it to 
go from the living room to the bedroom and its 
vertical lines enlivens any space it’s in. It is as 
playful as it is decorative. With its perfect stability 
and unstoppable style, you will easily find a place 
for it in your space. The lacquer and design 
lends a seductive note to this elegant jewel.

Dimensions
L 50 x H 52 cm
19,6 ‘’x H 20,4’’

Material
Fibreglass table, which provides great strength and 
stability. Several coats of paint have been applied 
to give an appearance of maximum light.

Finish 
Glossy lacquer, available in green, pink, white, yellow, 
terracotta. We recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp 
cloth. Do not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning 
agents, as they may affect the varnish and colour.

Colours

666€ ex VAT
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Babka
‘Babka’, inevitably evokes the greediness of a little chubby and soft 
bun, but this table was inspired by a piece of our warddress. We 
were taken by the image of a pretty, colourful skirt and infused 
elements of this design in order to create this coffee table that 
is both an aesthetic delicacy and a fashionista’s delight.

Babka
Description
Layers of lacquered wood, powdery tones 
offering a soft and intimate parenthesis that 
contrasts with the volumes of this table, it is a 
stand-out place sure to bring singularity to a 
room. We, at Popus, take our promise to spice 
up your space with more fanciful shapes and 
lively colours incredibly seriously. Babka is 
available in two colour palettes giving you a true 
aestheticism and an in depth material savoir-
faire. A pop of sweetness for a sweet pop table...

Dimensions
P 32 x L 55 x H 50 cm
L 12,6 ‘’ x W 21,6’’ x H 19,6’’

Material
Table made of fibreglass, which provides great strength 
and stability. Several coats of paint have been applied 
to give the appearance of maximum light.

Finish 
Glossy lacquer, available in Terracotta and Green. We 
recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp cloth. Do 
not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning agents 
as they may affect the varnish and colour.

Colours

55

50
32

666€ ex VAT
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Tallulha
Tallulha is the embodiment of our Pop spirit and is set to become 
our best-seller. It’s a tonic! Mobile and light, it really is the table 
for all occasions. By itself or part of a collection, with multiple 
tables meaning multiple uses, and all the more fun.

Tallulha
Description
A real breath of fresh air for your home, this 
small table can accompany you throughout 
the day, whether it is to relax and have a drink, 
or for a more practical function. At a time 
when life is constantly changing, when families 
are reconstituted as time goes by, our style 
is changing and the house must adapt to it. 
We therefore find it necessary to provide the 
answers to your desires and needs. Tallulha 
table can be placed in any interior, in any room 
of the house, adding a real spark wherever it 
goes, and serving countless functions. A real 
dose of energy to use without moderation.

Dimensions
L 30 x l 27,5 x H 52 cm
L 11,8 ‘’ x W 10,8 ‘’ x H 20,4 ‘’

Material
Side table in medium density fibreboard, double 
top. Metal base with electrostatic paint.

Finish 
Glossy lacquer, available in terracotta, green, yellow, pink 
and white. We recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp 
cloth. Do not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning 
agents, as they may affect the varnish and colour.

Colours

52

30

27
,5

416€ ex VAT
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Clarita
Here comes flower power! Clarita is a real maze of hand-painted 
flowers, the petals offer a wonderful sensory experience. We’ve 
mixed floral inspiration and 70’s motifs, to bring you a modern 
interpretation of the British spirit that characterises us.

Clarita
Description
The inspiration for a creation can hail from many 
different horizons, such as a piece of literature, 
a piece of art, a trip... For Clarita, it is of course 
life on the other side of the Channel, where 
floral inspiration is deep in the country’s roots. 
Feeling the cycles of nature repeat themselves is 
essential. Particular cycles of interest to us are 
those of flowers, the best representation of this 
rebirth of nature, and of life, through their colours, 
aromas and textures. It is with this in mind that 
we imagined Clarita, with petals placed on a table, 
our own interpretation of the elements. We could 
think of nothing better than a painter’s brush 
to realise this vision, and to give a full sense of 
the eternal life of a bouquet that never fades.

Dimensions
l 45 x P 45 x H 52 cm
L 17,7’’ x W 17,7’’ x H 20,4’’

Material
Solid beech top, water-based paint, semi-matte clear varnish

Finish 
Available in terracotta, white, and green. We recommend 
daily cleaning with a soft damp cloth. Do not use 
abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning agents, as 
they may affect the varnish and colour.

Colours

383€ ex VAT
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Tima
Description
This is a table designed as though it were 
sculpture, imagined with authentic patterns, 
texture, light and movement. An aesthetic marked 
by the juxtaposition of the contemporary and the 
classic, the masculine and the feminine, the raw 
and the refined. The smoked glass top is mounted 
on a sculptural foot in patinated brass metal, 
creating a shape and combination of materials 
that are evocative of lightness and elegance. 
The delicate slats create different partitions 
according to their dimensions, and while the 
measurements may vary, the style never does.

Dimensions
l 46 x P 46 x H 58 cm
W 18,1” x D 18,1” x H 22,8” in

Material
Metal and smoked safety glass.

Finish 
Metal with satin brass patina, smoked safety glass. We 
recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp cloth. Do 
not use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning agents, 
as they may affect the varnish and colour.

Tima
Tima exudes natural elegance and casual luxury. Its base is 
inspired by an architectural motif from the 1970s. As if suspended, 
its silhouette swirls between the movement of the metal and the 
transparency of the glass so it can be admired from all angles.

58

46

1 158€ ex VAT
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Java end table
Description
Mixing, always mixing to sublimate and decomplex 
the interiors, is a real will at Popus. Java is an 
invitation to travel and an invitation to go back 
in time, two influences with evocative names. A 
side table that is above all a marriage between 
the raw material and the beautiful and leather 
look. The variation of a refined collection, with 
refined shapes, without losing the roundness 
that now characterizes the DNA of the brand. Our 
rattan comes from sustainable reserves, without 
overexploitation, which will not lose the eco-
responsible dimension that is dear to us.

Java sofa end table
Popus is above all delicate materials and extremely fine patterns, 
especially with the help of noble materials.  It is a will to show 
a decoration full of elegance which advocates simplicity to live 
in a tonic and refined atmosphere at the same time.

53
0

500

1245€ ex VAT

Dimensions
L 50 x H 53 cm
L 19,6’’ x W 19,6’’ x H 20,8’’

Material
Rattan and grained leather look

Finish
Tinted rattan and polyurethane varnish
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Babka desktop
Description
Layers of lacquered wood, powdery tones 
offering a soft and intimate parenthesis that 
contrasts with the volumes of this table, it is 
a stand-out place sure to bring singularity 
to a room. We, at Popus, take our promise to 
spice up your space with more fanciful shapes 
and lively colors incredibly seriously. Babka is 
available in two color palettes giving you a true 
aestheticism and an in-depth material savoir- 
faire. A pop of sweetness for a sweet pop table...

Babka desktop
‘Babka’, inevitably evokes the greediness of a little chubby and soft bun, but 
this table was inspired by a piece of our wardress. We were taken by the 
image of a pretty, colorful skirt and infused elements of this design in order to 
create this desk that is both an aesthetic delicacy and a fashionista’s delight.

2075€ ex VAT

Dimensions
L 150 x l 65 x H 74 cm
L 59 x l 25,5 x H 29,10’’

Material
Desk made of fiberglass, which provides great strength 
and stability, two colours. Several coats of paint have been 
applied to give the appearance of maximum light.

Finish
Glossy lacquer, available in Terracotta and Green. We 
recommend daily cleaning with a soft, damp cloth. Do not 
use abrasive, caustic cleaners or cleaning agents as they 
may affect the varnish and colour.



Coffee tables
Side tables
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Accessories
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Perla
Perla infuses a disco mood that is emblematic of the Popus 
spirit with a colourful, eternal mix. It’s perfect as a mood lamp 
with organic shapes, giving off a retro and punchy vibe.

Perla
Description
This perfect light diffuses a resolutely 70’s style, 
Perla will transport you with its bright nostalgia. 
This period will remain for a long time to come, 
in the collective consciousness, as being the 
craziest and sweetest years of the 20th century. It 
is this softness that, combined with a lampshade, 
celebrates the unfiltered world of flowers. 
It’s good to find this spring freshness, which 
brightens up interiors, injecting a good dose of 
good humour and romanticism into the decor.

Dimensions
Diam 23 x H 32 cm, Lampshade diam 35 x H 35 cm
W 13,7” x D 13,7” x H 26,4” in

Material
Hand-turned solid beech wood lamp with a glossy lacquer finish

Finish 
Available in different lacquer colours, white, green, 
terracotta and yellow Lampshade in silky white linen or 
coloured patterned fabric. Electric cord in woven cotton, 
2 metres long, E14 bulb not included, no dimmer.

Colours

35
32

35

23

416€ ex VAT
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Pamela 
The inspiration for Pamela came from an ancient Asian abacus, an unusual 
representation of what is probably the oldest calculating machine in the 
world. We created a very modern decorative object in praise of the science of 
calculation, and soon imagined a lacquered wooden light fixture with a very 
seventies shape.

Pamela
Description
If learning to count is not always child’s play, 
choosing the right room for Pamela won’t be 
either. Its ease of use enables its luminous halo 
to be brought to anywhere in the house. Its 
lacquered finish, available in four colours, brings 
you brilliance and elegance. We’ve infused The 
Pamela with a touch of joy and a return to those 
carefree years, which does the world of good, 
as these trends exist together. It follows that 
The Pamela has a lampshade to counterbalance 
its vintage look. Romantic, graphic or over 
the top in style, flowers can reflect all moods. 
The combination of this universal language 
allows the Pamela lamp to be even more 
exclusive and to simply express happiness.

Dimensions
Diam 12 x H 52 cm, Lampshade diam 35 x H 35 cm

Material
Hand-turned solid beech wood lamp with a glossy lacquer finish

Finish 
Available in different lacquer colours, white, green, 
terracotta and yellow Lampshade in silky white linen or 
coloured patterned fabric. Electric cord in woven cotton, 
2 metres long, E14 bulb not included, no dimmer.

Colours

35
35

52

12

87

416€ ex VAT
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Pimlico 
Pimlico is sure to be a key piece in your decoration and will 
make all the difference in your cosy cocoon. A nod to the 70’s, it 
is resolutely vintage in style. It cuts an elegant and refined form 
that makes it timeless, in style for years and years to come.

Pimlico
Description
A successful interior is a mix of vintage 
pieces as souvenirs, design as art, crafts as 
life. But most of all it’s pretty lights and lots 
of colours. Pimlico lamp adds a pronounced 
touch of originality to the scene. It exists in 
many variations. Choose the one that suits you 
best and that gives a unique atmosphere from 
one room to another. Ideal for the living room, 
bedrooms and entrance halls, it provides a 
light, delicate feel. This lamp creates subdued 
lights as in your home, giving it a cosy feel.

Dimensions
Diam 23 x H 24 cm, Lampshade diam 32 x H 26 cm
W 12,6” x D 12,6” x H 19,7” in

Material
Hand-turned solid beech wood lamp with glossy lacquer finish

Finish 
Available in different lacquer colours, white, green, 
terracotta and yellow Lampshade in silky white linen or 
coloured patterned fabric. Electric cord in woven cotton, 
2 metres long, E14 bulb not included, no dimmer.

Colours

26

50

24

23

32

416€ ex VAT
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Petra
Lacquer gives the Petra lamp a chic yet casual look. High 
quality and durability complement its glossy appearance, 
which reflects light and offers an extremely smooth surface. 
It goes well with wood, steel, chrome or gold surfaces.

Petra
Description
A lamp that infuses everyday life with poetry, 
a search for singularity, a desire to consume 
better with help from responsible manufacturing. 
The lacquered beechwood is a real precious 
material, offering multiple possibilities of use. The 
combination of a noble and natural material like 
wood with a glossy lacquered colour renders it 
contemporary and creates a real visual contrast. A 
natural approach to design but in a sophisticated 
version, reflecting the true Popus signature.

Dimensions
Diam 18 x H 38 cm, Lampshade diam 35 x H 35 cm

Material
Hand-turned solid beech wood lamp with 
glossy lacquer and brushed solid brass

Finish 
Available in different lacquer colours, white, green, 
terracotta and yellow Lampshade in silky white linen or 
patterned coloured fabric. Electric cord in woven cotton, 
2 metres long, E14 bulb not included, no dimmer.

Colours

73

18

38
35

35

416€ ex VAT
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Mia 
This is a lamp that likes to combine form and material. It is a product 
of deep colours and truly authentic material. Mia is the perfect 
incarnation of an eco-responsible lamp. There is a real pleasure in 
returning to roots, a pleasure of the handmade and the serenity it 
brings to both the maker of the object and the one who beholds it.

Mia
Description
The graphic shapes of the Mia lamp stack up to 
create a luminaire that brings singularity to any 
decor. Cute as anything and practical to boot, it 
allows you to integrate light and glamour. It will 
succumb to the appeal of colour to bring a certain 
art of living into the home. We offer tones that can 
be used on the table lamp as well as the wall lamp. 
The Mia is a pleasant way to bring colour into a 
room through small touches. The ceramics lend an 
authenticity and brightness to the atmosphere.

Dimensions
Diam 15 x H 41 cm, Lampshade diam 35 x H 35 cm
13,8” x 13,8” x H 30,7” in

Material
Our ceramics are made entirely by hand using traditional 
methods. This makes for fluctuations in the material itself, 
as well as slight differences in colour and size. These 
aesthetic variations are the expression of a handmade 
product, and what makes it so charming and unique.

Finish 
Coloured enamels: terracotta / green / white / pink. 2 metre 
woven cotton cord, E14 bulb not included, no dimmer

Colours

35
41

35

15

333€ ex VAT
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Aliya
Aliya has a flowery print like a pretty dress or like a... taârija. It is indeed 
this little tam tam that inspired the creation of this lamp. A band of 
hand-painted flowers on an authentic ceramic, this lamp is more than 
a simple light, it carries with it a true universal message of softness.

Aliya
Description
«Flowers for spring, groundbreaking!» Miranda 
definitely wouldn’t think the same now. Flowers have 
always been associated with femininity because 
of their delicacy, and are a recurring theme in 
decoration. It is said that flowers are beautiful 
precisely because they are ephemeral, but this 
is not the case with Aliya. Its colours, applied to 
a raw and noble material such as ceramic, will 
take over your interior with an authentic spirit 
and a resolutely poetic note. It is a real favourite 
that will celebrate these almost graphic flat tints. 
To fall for ceramics is also to take the time to 
carefully choose a beautiful, unique and durable 
piece, which respects the craftsman who makes 
it and the environment. We cherish this return 
to the original sources and to the essential.

Dimensions
Diam 22 x H 45 cm, Lampshade diam 35 x H 35 cm

Material
Our ceramics are made entirely by hand using traditional 
methods. This makes for slight fluctuations in the material 
itself, slight differences in colour and size. These aesthetic 
variations are the expression of a handmade product, 
and are what makes it so charming and unique.

Finish 
Available in different colours, pink, terracotta and yellow. 2 
metre woven cotton cord, E14 bulb not included, no dimmer.

Colours

333€ ex VAT
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Melinda hanging lamp
Hanging lamps like candy from the sky! A dream 
for many of us. Dragibus as if it were raining, 
that’s how we at Popus stay in a world that feels 
good and brings us real joy in our daily lives.

Melinda hanging lamp
Description
Melinda is an exclusive Popus Editions design that 
swings between psychedelic motifs and a firework 
of colours. They will delicately diffuse a soft light 
that will give a real personality to your interior. 
On either side of a sofa or a bed, in clusters, in 
pairs or solo, each composition will be different 
and above all will create a unique atmosphere. 
At any height, in three colours, which you can 
mix with each other, they will quickly become 
an essential and greedy piece in the house.

Dimensions
Diam 50 x 80 cm 
19,7’’ x 31,5’’ in

Material
Printed cotton lampshade

Finish 
Available in yellow, green and terracotta. Supplied 
with ceiling light, wire cover and without bulb

Colours

50
0

30
0

696€ ex VAT
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Mia (wall lamp)
This is a lamp that likes to combine form and material. It is a product 
of deep colours and truly authentic material. Mia is the perfect 
incarnation of an eco-responsible lamp. There is a real pleasure in 
returning to roots, a pleasure of the handmade and the serenity it 
brings to both the maker of the object and the one who beholds it.

Mia (wall lamp)
Description
The graphic shapes of the Mia lamp stack up to 
create a luminaire that brings singularity to any 
decor. Cute as anything and practical to boot, 
it allows you to integrate light and glamour. It 
will succumb to the appeal of colour to bring 
a certain art of living into the home. We offer 
tones that can be used on the wall lamp as well 
as the table lamp. Mia is a pleasant way to bring 
colour into a room through small touches. The 
ceramics lend an authenticity and brightness 
to the atmosphere that is dear to Popus.

Dimensions
Diam 17 x 10.5 x H 30 cm
6,7” x 4” x H 11,2” in

Material
Our ceramics are made entirely by hand using traditional 
methods. This makes for slight fluctuations in the material 
itself, slight differences in colour and size. These aesthetic 
variations are the expression of a handmade product, 
and are what makes it so charming and unique.

Finish 
Available in different colours, pink, terracotta and yellow. 2 
metre woven cotton cord, E14 bulb not included, no dimmer.

Colours

10
.5

30

17

99€ ex VAT



Lights
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Tableware Flower
Flower power ! A mess of flowers, delicate and sparkling, they decorate this 
tableware with refinement and whet our appetites, they are so pretty. A mix 
of vegetal inspiration and 1970s motifs, this first Popus tableware collection 
will bring in a modern version of a British spirit that characterizes us.

Tableware Flower
Description
As with Clarita, life across the Channel, where 
floral inspiration runs rampant in an ancestral 
way, inspired this collection. These old-fashioned 
decorations with a British feel emulate a 
deliciously charming taste, mixed with our artisan 
terracotta. We resurrected a nostalgic trend 
with these raw materials that reminded us of 
our passion for ceramics and its authenticity. 
This colourful tableware invites us to our tables 
with shapes evocative of craftsmanship, but 
with a more contemporary look. We love the 
delicate flowers and the evanescent colours.

Material
Our ceramics are made entirely by hand using traditional 
methods. This makes for slight fluctuations in the material 
itself, as well as slight differences in colour and size. These 
aesthetic variations are the expression of a handmade 
product, and are what makes it so charming and unique. 

Finish 
Lead-free paint.

15€ ex VAT

74€ ex VAT

Dimensions
Diam 15 X H 8 cm

Dimensions
Diam 25 X H 24 cm

Dimensions
PM Diam 22 X H 2 cm
GM Diam 28 X H 2 cm
15/21€ ex VAT

Dimensions
Diam 30 X H 16 cm
71€ ex VAT
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Emy Vase
Our love of sculpture has often led us to contemplate pedestals. It 
is a beautiful thing to start off a creation, a bit like putting a diadem 
around the work. And from a vase base emerge textured grooves 
where the hand of man has perpetuated an age-old art.

Emy Vase
Description
Seen all around us in design magazines and on 
social media, ceramic has become a material 
that invites us to be thoughtful, and to cross 
temporal boundaries in order to find ourselves in 
front of pieces borne from the hands of expert 
artisans. These gestures, repeated over time, 
go hand in hand with this notion of patience, 
especially important in a world where immediacy 
reigns supreme. Let’s bring a breath of fresh 
air to this ancestral art, by associating it with a 
line of atypical and feminine accessories. This 
vase represents human and artistic experience 
orchestrated around authentic objects, with 
subtle variations that are the hallmark of 
the uniqueness and handcrafted nature.

Dimensions
Diam 29 x H 22 cm

Material
Our ceramics are made entirely by hand using traditional 
methods. This makes for slight fluctuations in the material 
itself, as well as slight differences in colour and size. These 
aesthetic variations are the expression of a handmade 
product, and are what makes it so charming and unique.

Finish 
Available in the following colours: pink, 
green, white, orange, terracotta.

Colours

22
29

66€ ex VAT
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Emy Large Bowl
Our love of sculpture has often led us to contemplate pedestals. It 
is a beautiful thing to start off a creation, a bit like putting a diadem 
around the work. And from a vase base emerge textured grooves 
where the hand of man has perpetuated an age-old art.

Emy Large Bowl
Description
Seen all around us in design magazines and on 
social media, ceramic has become a material 
that invites us to be thoughtful, and to cross 
temporal boundaries in order to find ourselves in 
front of pieces borne from the hands of expert 
artisans. These gestures, repeated over time, 
go hand in hand with this notion of patience, 
especially important in a world where immediacy 
reigns supreme. Let’s bring a breath of fresh 
air to this ancestral art, by associating it with a 
line of atypical and feminine accessories. This 
vase represents human and artistic experience 
orchestrated around authentic objects, with 
subtle variations that are the hallmark of 
the uniqueness and handcrafted nature.

Dimensions
Diam 29 x H 31 cm

Material
Our ceramics are made entirely by hand using traditional 
methods. This makes for slight fluctuations in the material 
itself, as well as slight differences in colour and size. These 
aesthetic variations are the expression of a handmade 
product, and are what makes it so charming and unique.

Finish 
Available in the following colours: pink, 
green, white, orange, terracotta.

Colours

22
29

22
29

22
29

22
29

108€ ex VAT
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Round Java Tray
Description
Mixing, always mixing to sublimate and decomplex 
the interiors, is a real will at Popus. Java is an 
invitation to travel and an invitation to go back 
in time, two influences with evocative names. 
The trays of the Java collection are above all a 
marriage between the raw material and the noble 
material of leather. The declination of a refined 
collection, with pure forms, without losing the 
curves that now characterize the DNA of the brand. 
Our rattan comes from sustainable reserves, 
without overexploitation, which will not lose the 
eco-responsible dimension that is dear to us.

40
0
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124€ EX VAT

Dimensions
Diam 40 x 5,4 H
Diam 15,7’’ x H 2,1’’

Material
Rattan and grained leather look

Finish 
Tinted rattan and polyurethane varnish

Round Java tray
Popus is above all about delicate materials and extremely fine 
patterns, especially with the help of noble materials. It is a will 
to show a decoration full of elegance which advocates simplicity 
to live in a tonic and refined atmosphere at the same time.



Rectangular Java tray
Popus is above all about delicate materials and extremely fine 
patterns, especially with the help of noble materials.  It is a will 
to show a decoration full of elegance which advocates simplicity 
to live in a tonic and refined atmosphere at the same time.

Java Rectangular Tray
Description
Mixing, always mixing to sublimate and decomplex 
the interiors, is a real will at Popus. Java is an 
invitation to travel and an invitation to go back 
in time, two influences with evocative names. 
The trays of the Java collection are above all a 
marriage between the raw material and the noble 
material of leather. The declination of a refined 
collection, with pure forms, without losing the 
curves that now characterize the DNA of the brand. 
Our rattan comes from sustainable reserves, 
without overexploitation, which will not lose the 
eco-responsible dimension that is dear to us.
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124€ ex VAT

Dimensions
30 X 50 X 5,4
L 11,8’’ x W 19,7’’ x H 2,1’’

Material
Rattan and grained leather look

Finition 
Tinted rattan and polyurethane varnish

121
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Latice cushion
Exclusive Popus Editions design, we wanted signature 
patterns and a silky texture that will reflect the nuances 
of the colours that are the DNA of the brand.

Latice cushion
Description
True decorative accessories, they swing between 
psychedelic trends and real fireworks. Vibrant 
shades that will dress up seats as well as beds. 
Throw a real dose of vitamin into your interiors, 
in two different sizes and three colours.

2 Sizes
L 45 cm x l 45 cm / L 50 cm x l x 30 cm
17.7 x 17.7 / 11.1 X 19.7

Material
50% Silk & 50% Cotton
Filling cushion : 100 % feather

Finish
Both sides printed
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74€ ex VAT
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Coco Cushion
Coming from the Angora goat, mohair is a fiber of excellence. Prized 
throughout the world for its softness and resistance, it is without doubt 
the oldest animal fibre still used today. We have chosen a top-of-the-range 
virgin mohair wool, extremely fine and very soft, for an unequalled quality.

Coco Cushion
Description
A silky touch and a luminous shine bring depth 
to this ancestral texture. We love the cosy, wispy 
feel that reveals the depth of the patterns and 
colours. Three colour combinations and two 
sizes to cover a sofa, an armchair, or a bed.

2 Sizes
L 45 cm x l 45 cm / L 50 cm x l x 30 cm
17.7 x 17.7 / 11.1 X 19.7

Material
50% Mohair-10%Wool-25%Metallic polyester-15%Nylon-
Filling cushion : 100 % feather

Finish
Available in three colours : fuchsia, green, pink

162 € ex VAT
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David cushion
Back to the eighties! An elegant and vibrant lurex 
effect, which combines lurex and colours.

David Cushion
Description
A colorful shine will make your interior sparkle and 
make it immediately more explosive. A bewitching 
shimmer that gives it a real colorful sensuality. 
Two sizes that can be used to dress a sofa, an 
armchair, or a bed.

2 Sizes
L 45 cm x l 45 cm / L 50 cm x l x 30 cm
17.7 x 17.7 / 11.1 X 19.7

Material
65% Viscose-22%Polyester-13%Nylon
Filling cushion : 100 % feather

149€ ex VAT
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Romy cushion
Coming from the angora goat, mohair is a fiber of excellence. Prized 
throughout the world for its softness and resistance, it is without doubt the 
oldest animal fiber still used today. We have chosen a top-of-the-range virgin 
mohair wool, extremely fine and very soft, for an unequalled quality

Romy Cushion
Description
A silky touch and a luminous shine bring 
depth to this ancestral texture. We like the 
soft and vaporous side that reveals the 
depth of the patterns and colours. A plain 
or multicoloured version and two sizes to 
cover a sofa, an armchair or a bed.

162€ ex VAT
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2 Sizes
L 45 cm x l 45 cm / L 50 cm x l x 30 cm
17.7 x 17.7 / 11.1 X 19.7

Material
78 % Mohair-16 % Wool - 6 % Nylon. Filling cushion : 100 % feather

Finish
Available in Lilac and Rainbow colours
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Kumiko Cushion
The Kumiko cushion is made of a precious silk, very 
light and offering a very soft touch.

Kumiko Cushion
Description
Its bright colours give it a glossy, luminous look 
and a real fluidity. It will mix very well with other 
cushions of the collection such as the mohair 
ones. A plain or multicoloured version and two 
sizes to cover a sofa, an armchair or a bed.

2 Sizes
L 45 cm x l 45 cm / L 50 cm x l x 30 cm
17.7 x 17.7 / 11.1 X 19.7

Material
100% Silk
Filling cushion : 100 % feather

Finish
Available in orange and multicolours

162€ ex VAT
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